What our clients are
saying about us
“From the initial booking with
reception to the consultation
and followup treatment
Igor and his team have been
fantastic. With meticulous
attention to understanding all
aspect of my lifestyle he was
able to give me a road map to
recovery and future prevention.”

“I would highly recommend
Edward as thanks to him my is life
back to normal now. He is a great
chiropractor, unique professional
and explains every little detail
regarding my treatment.
Thank you, Edward and the whole
team, at Canary Wharf’s London
Wellness Centre.”

“I am a final year master degree student and woke up one
day without being able to sit down and move normally. I
found the London Wellness Center and was so pleased to
see that they were accepting to see face to face patient
despite the lockdown. Not only I felt 200% better just after
the first consultation but Edward is helping me getting
better week after week with specific adjustments and
exercices. I have now finished my degree and I probably
would not have been able to if I did not go and see them.”

“After the 1st consultation, I was
re-assured that I could be helped
and get back on my feet. Since then
I haven’t looked back.”

“Reception team
in LWC is probably
one of the most
efficient teams I
ever witnessed,”
“I highly recommend
Edward and the
London Wellness
Centre for any and all
who need to remove
their back pain and get
their lives back.”

“So so glad I met Edward - he is profesional,
knowledgeable and caring individual, truly
endeavouring to teach his clients to live to
their fullest potential. My lower back has
been pain free since...”

“Thank YOU Edward for putting so much
passion, dedication and commitment to
everything you do… Pete (the massage
therapist) has hands of gold and is
wonderful in what he does, he is just a
bundle of joy to be around!”

“My sessions with Edward
Wilkinson have been life changing,
since after my first session my
lower back pain decreased
significantly and with noticeable
improvements on other areas of
my body, he’s very knowledgeable,
and he’s very happy to share that
knowledge with the patient and
allow them to understand what’s
going on their body. He clearly
loves what he’s doing, and his
enthusiasm is a proof of that.”
“From the way this clinic speak to
you on the phone to the moment
that you get out the door, they give
you the feeling that they truly care
about you.”

“Over the course of a few months I
went from having intense pain when
I would sit down, while I was sitting
and when I would stand up, to feeling
almost 100% back to normal. It isn’t
just the pain from my injury that has
improved; my posture is better, my
neck and shoulders don’t ache like
they used to, I haven’t had a migraine
since I started!”

“Amazing service... Would 100%
recommend! The staff in Canary
Wharf and London Bridge are also
super nice and friendly. Couldn’t
recommend enough! Please, if you
need an adjustment come here.”

“All the staff in LWC are extremely
helpful and friendly creating a
thriving atmosphere to be in. Really
glad with the progress I made so
far and looking forward to see
what another month will bring!
Thank you Edward and team!”
“From beginning of my treatment till
now i am so much better physically and
mentally. I can do all my daily activities
and house chores, can carry my back
pack or handbags easily and i can walk
and stand for longer period of time. I feel
good again :)
I am truly grateful to Edward and
Florence for their help throughout the
treatment sessions and making my life
so much easier.”

“I contacted London Wellness during my third trimester of pregnancy after
beginning to suffer from what I assumed to be pelvic girdle pain. I was very
impressed by Edward’s thorough knowledge, professional approach and
genuine interest in helping me not only manage my discomfort and pain
but also restore my functionality. He also took the time and effort to explain
the effects of pregnancy on the body and clearly outline how chiropractic
treatment could help me.”

